
Welcome to Flight 2021

We are prepared to take off into the New Year. Please make sure your Positive Attitude and
Gratitude are secured and locked in the upright position.

All self-destruct devices - pity, anger, selfishness, and resentment - should be turned off at this time.

All negativity, hurt, and discouragement should be put away.

Should you lose your Positive Attitude under pressure during this flight, reach up and pull down a
prayer.

Prayers will automatically be activated by Source. Once activation has taken place, you can assist
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other passengers.

There will BE NO BAGGAGE allowed on this flight.

DIVINE Guidance has cleared us for take-off. Destination – GREATNESS!

The past year has been a wild ride and 2020 will not be one any of us will soon forget. There has
been difficulty, massive hardship, and division, but there has also been beauty, hope, and new
opportunity for unification. Strive to be a catalyst of these latter three, bringing love, light and
positive action to the world. The need for this work has never been greater.

Give the Gift of this

PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT SERIES

Finding My Sovereign Self ~ 7 Week Series Begins January
3rd, 2021

Personal Development Coursework

Early bird Special 10% off if you sign up one week before class dates.

All Class Times are the same: 7:30AM PST, 8:30am MST, 9:30am CST,10:30am EST

7- weeks of Personal Development Coursework sharing how we already possess the tools we need
to lay a strong foundation for transforming your life and how to use these tools to make the changes
you want in your life. Acceptance of both shadow and light can free us from the prison of judgement
and self-limitations.

The series includes several free bonuses: 
~7 live 90-minute classes (1 per week in January to February – Each course is independent of the
other - See www.enolia.live/events for details and schedule) 
~Free – affirmations to enjoy weekly based on the material learned. 
~Access to your class recordings 
~One free 30-minute coaching session with me for personal wellbeing enhancement



Cost: 
Each for just $44 – Register one week prior to each class date and receive 10% off ~ I’d love to see
you there!

Courses:

Week 1: Expressing Our Voice from Within ~ January 3rd, 2021

Details and Registration~ Here 
Week 2: Redefining Fear Creates a New Path in Life ~ January 10th, 2021

Details and Registration~ Here 
Week 3: Judgement Does Not Define Me ~ January 16th, 2021

Details and Registration~ Here 
Week 4: Forgiveness is Freedom ~ January 23rd, 2021

Details and Registration~ Here 
Week 5: Lifting Self Limitations ~ January 30th, 2021

Details and Registration~ Here 
Week 6: I will not Give My Power Away ~ February 6th, 2021

Details and Registration~ Here 
Week 7: I AM Powerful ~ February 13th, 2021

Details and Registration~ Here

What You’ll Achieve? You’ll leave this course with:

~Create dynamic relationships 
~Focus on strength and integrity 
~Have confidence and understanding on the impact of your voice 
~Gain career tips and advice to thrive in your career and life 
~The ability to look at fear in a different way and the tool to surpass it’s limiting boundaries in the
workplace and in your life. 
~How to handle judgement and no longer give your power away when it is projected. 
~Increased focus, attention & conscious decision making 
~Reduced stress by learning to move pass the “story” of drama and negative situations 
~Deeper experience with your intuition as a guiding force 
~Confidently sourcing from your power within 
~Having a positive and sustainable impact in life, the workplace and in the world

Give the gift of personal development to yourself or someone you love!
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Sara Jane

ENOLIA

Episode 14 of "Today's Conversation" Enolia & Sara will be
sharing their thoughts and wisdom on Being You.

Topic: "Open to Who You Are"

Friday, January 8th, 2021 at 9AM PST, 10AM MST, 11AM CST, 12pm EST, 5pm GMT (UK)

Over the past few months, in these conversations, Enolia & Sara have shared much with you and in
this program they will be focusing on the importance to be yourself.

To unlearn some of what you have been taught to think about yourself, where you should fit as a
priority in your own life.

They share from their own experience, their own waking and healing journeys, helping and
supporting you in their own unique ways.

They are always open to questions and feedback, so they hope you will join them live, especially if
you have something to ask or share.

Register Now!

http://giftofhealingtv.com
https://enolia.live
https://event.webinarjam.com/register/84/p485mu4n


June Laffey

Janine Savient

Episode 15 ~ SPECIAL EDITION ~ of

"Today's Conversation"

With Special Guests

June Laffey and Janine Savient

Topic: "What is the Language of Light?"

Wednesday ~ 7:30am GMT, 9:30am CAT,6:30pm AEDT

“The knowledge of the Language of Light comes from core memory of information being
shared by the Higher Evolution". ~ J.J. Hurtak

In this program Sara Jane & Enolia are joined by June Laffey & Janine Savient both of whom are in
Australia and all of whom have discovered they can speak what many refer to as Light Language. 



Each of us will share how we came to discover we could speak this empowering Language. 
We will also share our thoughts about our experiences with it and some feed back that we have had
from those who have experienced it through us. 
At the end of the program each will share a short Light Language. 
We hope you will join us and maybe you will also discover remember that you can speak it. Join
Enolia and Sara Jane as we journey through the vibration of Light Language.

Wednesday, January 20th, 2021 at 6:30pm AEDT 
Register Now!

Bios: 
June Laffey - June is one of the world’s most respected leaders in healthcare advertising
communications. She has headed up the most prestigious of award juries, ran a creative
department of more than 100, and led her team to phenomenal success. But that is only part of the
story. June is also a lightworker.

She channels light language, sign and song, lifting the vibration, connecting with others at a higher
self level. She started opening to this gift seven years ago, and now it is very much a part of who
she is. When the language first came through, she had no idea what it was. She didn’t seek it. Light
language – the language of love – allows her to bring love, compassion, authenticity, empathy and
empowerment into her every day. June would love to explore these gifts more and more at her soon
to be opened retreat in Australia.

Janine Savient - Janine Savient brings many gifts to our world, however, being an Intuitive
Visionary, and Messenger for Love, are her focus and purpose at this time! 
Through her awareness of life as a multi layered reality, Janine knows that there is magnificence to
be found within every human being on this planet, and that no one is exempt in their connection to
the flow of Love that is found at the highest and deepest level of all. 
This magnificent loving presence within every human being awaits discovery, and once
reconnection is made, life transforms in the most incredibly beautiful ways. This is the journey of
‘Heart Centredness’… the truth as to who and what you are is found within this journey and
connection! 
Teacher, mentor, support person, friend … Janine is here for those ready to awaken to themselves
beyond the stories of the mind. ‘Truth of Self’ is found within the ‘Love for Self’ that awaits discovery
within each human being. 
Janine has an intimate relationship with Love!

Website: https://www.theheartlady.net/ 
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/janine.savient 
Email: janine.savient@gmail.com

https://event.webinarjam.com/register/85/mv94xsq2


Soul Language Sound Bath

Experience a Sound Bath of Sung Soul Language, also known as Light
Language.

January 6th, 2021, Gift of Healing TV ~ 11.30am PST - 2.30pm EST - 7.30pm GMT

Register Here

Sara is joined by Enolia to share with you a unique Sound Bath experience.

Let the Wisdom of your Soul wash over you, touching the areas of your Heart, Soul & Body that
requires it most.

The beauty of this is that although your mind won’t understand the words, your heart & soul will,
taking the energies to where it is required most in your life and your body.

Supporting you and empowering your own self-healing.

Join Sara Jane & Enolia on 6th January to experience the energies live.

Photo by John Hain
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Enjoy January's publication in The Magic Happens Magazine!

2021 Let Go of Resistance ~ Visualize Success and Walk To It
By Enolia
What does resistance look like?

Each day we get up knowing there is something to accomplish. Whether we need to complete work
or errands, the goal is to propel oneself forward within our career or life’s journey. We create a
vision to success on other side of achievement. Our own resistance makes the realization of
triumph unattainable.....

Click Here

Orchid Hill Podcasts with host Sara Troy presents

Igniting 2021 's Good Vibrations

with Guest Speakers Enolia and Sara Jane

This will be pre-recorded and released in January.

For all of us we have choices in our daily lives and the ones we make affect our vibration, as do the
words we use. 2020 has been a very different year for the majority of people and the choices we

https://themagichappensnow.com/2021-visualize-success-and-walk-to-it/


made, including our words, reactions, actions and so much more have shaped our experiences.

In this program Sara, Enolia & Sara Jane will share their thoughts and suggestions of things that
work for them to help keep their vibrations as high as possible.

We all have down time but it is our choice to stay there or rise above it and feel happier in our own
lives.

Here is what you missed during the month of December! For
your listening pleasure...

Enjoy Enolia's speech at the "3rd World Parlaiment on
Spirituality" for Africa
Click "Here" to play

https://soundcloud.com/user-602442664-188843079/3rd-world-parlaiment-on-spirituality-in-africa-with-speaker-enolia


Orchards of Wisdom Podcast with host Sara Troy interviews
special guest ENOLIA

Ignite Your Heart and Soul!
Free Podcast

To Listen, click HERE

Mandy aMcMillan & Carli Rogers

Co-hosts Mandy McMillan and Carli Rogers of Dream
Catchers Podcast speak with guest Enolia
"Ever since our paths crossed with Enolia our lives have been empowered and enlightened by her
beautiful energy. Enolia describes her Life coaching as Ancient Wisdom to enrich our Modern Lives
and she offers everything from the teaching of Indigenous studies to a variety of healing sessions.
We are so excited to share her light with all of you and suggest connecting with her through her
website and social media."Mandy and Carli"

https://youtu.be/7zi1sHhABXA
https://audioboom.com/posts/7736332-empower-enlighten-enolia?fbclid=IwAR1J9QUQie6sbTAL5KZ9f8jy6LApsAEcq92nXPQF1_JuTPBcHZGtlwsI_Gw


Free Podcast

To Listen, click HERE

Episode 12: Stories From Mother Africa!
Please enjoy this monthly story telling...

Journey to the Heart of the Motherland

Play Episode 12

Kind regards, 
ENOLIA
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